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Although the terminology of TA may seem strange to a theo-
logical readership, the general issues raised in Hedman's analysis
are of prime importance both for the theology of pastoral care and
for more general discussions of the doctrine of man. In a quite
specific way, the themes of authority, rationality, love and re-
sponsibility are exposed to interdisciplinary critique. The main
problem, however, is the appropriateness of the author's method.
Certainly Hedman succeeds in meeting the TA theorists on their
own ground, demonstrating by use of their own case studies the
effectiveness and limitations of the approach. But the difficulties
begin when he attempts a theological critique. How is this to be
done without an oversimplification of both disciplines? And from
which theological perspective is TA to be judged? Hedman adopts a
recognisably Lutheran stance, with evidence of strong influence from
Tillich, but he does not allow himself space to justify this choice.

Admittedly methodological problems will always be encountered
at the growing edge of theology. The great merit of this book is
that it ventures into a contemporary field outside the safe territory
of academic theology and initiates a dialogue about goals and pre-
suppositions. One may confidently hope for a refining of method
and an infusion of fresh ideas from Hedman's pioneering study.

A. V. CAMPBELL {Edinburgh)

SCOTTISH ACADEMIC PRESS
33 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh, EH7 5JX.

ED
m 1 SCIENCE AND CREATION: From Eternal
njj Cycles to an Oscillating Universe
IH STANLEY L. JAKI, Seton Hall University, New Jersey
S The first systematic probing into perhaps the most puzzling,
y ^ but least discussed, fact of cultural history: the birth of
[TFJ science. There are many parallel achievements, but it hap-
|yS pened only once, between 1300 and 1600, that rudimentary
!4g science turned into a self-sustaining enterprise. Professor Jaki
JED gives a detailed analysis of ancient Hindu, Chinese, Maya,
|?§ Egyptian, Babylonian and Greek cultures, all of which could
W boast a valuable start in science. Yet in all of them science
0 0 suffered a stillbirth.
SS Because the Koran over-emphasized the will of the Creator,
W Arabic scholars fell prey to a mistrust in the validity in the
QTJ rational laws. Quite different was the case in the Christian
! ? | medieval west, where the biblical faith in the Creator per-
i l s meated for the first time a whole culture. The ultimate result
DO was the rise of classical physics.
?? | This book is a remarkable synthesis full of the drama that
&y vibrates through the long history of science.
H i 1974 Royal 8vo. 368 pp. 70112023 1 £4-50
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Religion and the Rise of Modern Science
R. HOOYKAAS, University of Utrecht
This book by a distinguished historian of science takes a
fresh look at the part played by religious ideas in the growth
of the scientific enterprise. While recognizing fully the im-
portance of the mathematical and logical ingredients con-
tributed by the Greeks, Professor Hooykaas maintains that
the remarkable development of science in the west during
the 16th and 17th centuries cannot be understood apart from
the fertilizing influence of biblical thought. He cites a wealth
of illustrations from medieval and later writers to show
how this counteracted the Greek tendencies to deify nature,
to over-estimate human reason and to under-value manual
labour, which had hindered the rise of experimental science.
The current opinion that science grew thanks to the classical
and in spite of the biblical tradition is therefore rejected as
superficial.

"Every teacher of science — and of religion for that matter
— could find material here to enrich the imagination of his
pupils." TLS

Open University set text for the course: SCIENCE AND BELIEF
FROM COPERNICUS TO DARWIN.

1972 Demy8vo. 176 pp. 7011 1835 0 £2-25
1973 Paperback 7011 2008 8 £1-25

SCOTLAND: Church and Nation through Sixteen
Centuries
GORDON DONALDSON, University of Edinburgh
Scottish Church history has been called "a tangled skein",
and it is all the more tangled for being so closely intertwined
with the history of the Scottish nation. This book relates the
main facts of Scottish Church history to political develop-
ments and shows how ecclesiastical and secular history to-
gether shaped the outlook of the Scottish people.

The first edition was acclaimed "a remarkable success as
a scholarly survey of the broad movements of Scottish
history". In this new edition the text has been revised
throughout, the treatment of certain aspects of the Celtic
and medieval periods has been amplified, and the story has
been brought up to date with an account of the latest de-
velopments in inter-Church relations.

"An excellent summary of the tortuous series of events
which go to make up Church history in Scotland." Church
Times
Second edition 1972 Demy 8vo. 128 pp. 7011 1909 8 £1-50

The Church before the Covenants
W. R. FOSTER
A fresh assessment of the national Church of Scotland in the
early 17th century, a crucial period in its history when the
reformed Kirk was not only completely united but, equally
important, thoroughly presbyterian and fully episcopal.
1975 216x138 mm. 224 pp. 70112129 7 £500
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THE HANDSEL PRESS
The Handsel Press was set up in 1975 in association with the Scottish
Academic Press. It aims to publish theological books falling generally
into two categories: those speaking from the "centre" of Christian
faith, directed at ministers, theological students and interested lay-
men, and books which will explore key frontiers with Christian faith
and ethics in such fields as education, psychology, medicine and
other sciences.

Here are two titles from the Press
just recently published

1 Theology as Narration
G. A. F. KNIGHT
This work is primarily a verse-by-verse commentary upon
the book of Exodus that pays first attention to theology and
exegesis, although on occasions important issues such as the
relationship between science and magic, the hardening of the
heart, the twilight of the gods, etc., are dealt with in some
detail.
October 1976 216x138 mm. 236 pp. 905312 01 5 £4-50

Space, Time and Resurrection
T. F. TORRANCE
This work deals with the Resurrection in relation to space
and time, with special relation to time. It attempts to set out
the biblical approach to the Resurrection, in terms of the
intrinsic significance of the resurrected one; and shows that
the Resurrection is entirely consistent with whom Jesus was
and what He did, and is continuous with His whole reality.

AU this is elucidated in the context of modern scientific
thought and questioning, in such a way as to show that far
from being frightened into a miserable compromise of the
New Testament message of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ
in body, it actually allows us to take its full measure. The
implications of this are drawn out for eschatology and the
renewal of the creation.
October 1976 216x138 mm. 224 pp. 905312 00 7 £4-50
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MONOGRAPH SUPPLEMENTS TO THE
SCOTTISH JOURNAL OF THEOLOGY
This is a series of supplements to the Scottish Journal of Theology jointly edited by
Professors T. F. Torrance and J. K. S. Reid

REVELATION AND THEOLOGY
An analysis of the Barth-Harnack correspondence of 1923

H. MARTIN RUMSOHEIDT

In 1923 Adolf von Harnack, the Professor of Church History at Berlin, and his
former pupil Karl Barth published in the Journal Christliche Welt an exchange of
five open letters. This correspondence represents a classic statement of the two
sides in a continuing theological debate about the nature of the theologian's
expertise and his understanding of God. Harnack defended the established
academic ideal of a 'scientific theology'—an objective study consisting primarily of
historical investigation and critical reflection. Barth emphasized instead the role
of revelation, grace and personal commitment in our understanding of God, argu-
ing that to rely on the external proofs and authorities of natural theology was to
empty religion of its significance and reality for the individual.
Dr Rumscheidt presents the correspondence, in translation, with a full critical
analysis and evaluation. He estimates the importance of this debate for the new
theology and the new Reformation which Barth can be said to have inaugurated.

Demy 8vo x+220pages £3-40 $11-95

DAVID FRIEDRICH STRAUSS AND HIS THEOLOGY
HORTON HARRIS

A study of David Friedrich Strauss, certainly the most notorious and arguably the
most important theological figure of the 19th century. His Life of Jesus (1835),
repudiating the historicity of the Gospels, split the century into two theological
eras and set in motion the 'Quest for the historical Jesus' and the ensuing in-
vestigation into the authenticity of the N.T. writings. His view that the Gospels
were quite untrustworthy as historical sources threatened to undermine the whole
foundation of the Christian Church and thus provoked a strong counter-reaction
from inside the establishment. Strauss rejected the supernatural and rationalistic
interpretations of the Gospel miracles and championed a third view—the mythical
interpretation: the Gospel stories were myths, unconsciously invented to fulfil the
messianic prophecies in the O.T. The mythical interpretation thus brought into
sharp focus for the first time the relationship between New Testament history,
philosophy and faith.

Demy 8vo xiv + 380 pages £5-20 $16-00

INDIA AND THE LATIN CAPTIVITY OF THE CHURCH
The Cultural Context of the Gospel

ROBIN H. S. BOYD

Dr Boyd writes from the practical situation of an Irish missionary in India. He
studies the development of a genuinely Indian Christian theology, detached from
its traditional 'Latin' encasement (hence the title) and expressed in a form appro-
priate to Indian culture and Indian modes of thought.
The Christian Church is now strongly established in India and has evolved its
own activities and structures, quite distinctive from those of the Church in the
West. Dr Boyd suggests that the western Church can in turn learn from the
eastern, and must do so if it is to liberate its theological language, its organisational
structures and its 'colonial' approach to the spread of Christianity from the tradi-
tional forms which now impede it. In this way the Christian faith and the true
Christian message—in both East and West—can be more clearly defined and
experienced.

Demy 8vo xiv +150 pages £3*40 $10-50

SCOTTISH ACADEMIC PRESS
33 MONTGOMERY STREET : EDINBURGH
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MEDIEVAL RELIGIOUS
HOUSES: SCOTLAND
Second Edition
Ian B Cowan and David E Easson
The first edition of this book by D E Easson (1957)
supplied a need that had been felt by historians, antiquaries
and all concerned with Scotland's past for an account of
Scottish religious foundations.
In this new edition Dr Cowan has substantially expanded
and revised the work throughout, incorporating additions,
corrections and figures of the monastic population missing
from the first edition. This authoritative work now
provides a comprehensive account of Scottish religious
foundations from the introduction of Christianity to the
Reformation. It will continue to be indispensable for
students of ecclesiastical history, archaeologists and local
historians. ».pi».
Cased £13.00 net • • • I Longman
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NOTES FOR C O N T R I B U T O R S

Contributions and editorial correspondence should be sent to one of
the editors: Rev. Dr A. I. G. Heron, New College, Mound Place,
Edinburgh EHI 2LX; Rev. DrJ. Houston, University of Glasgow, 3
Southpark Terrace, Glasgow G12 8Q£or to Scottish Academic Press
Ltd., 33 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh EH7 5JX.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously
been published in English, or is not being considered by another
journal for publication in English. In the interests of authors, copy-
right is normally assigned to the Scottish Academic Press. The
average length of articles is 5000 words. Although longer articles
are accepted, those in excess of 10,000 words cannot be considered.

Contributions (articles and reviews) should be clearly typed in
double spacing, and on one side of the paper only. The rule about
double spacing applies also to footnotes, which should be used
sparingly. Cross-references within the article offered should not be
included.

Notes for the editors and instructions for the printer should be
attached on separate sheets. Contributors should keep one copy of
the typescript for use in correcting proofs.

Contributors from the United States may use U.S. spellings. Greek
and Hebrew words need not be transliterated. Capitalisation should
be kept to a minimum; and in particular should not be used in
pronouns referring to the Deity.

First proofs of articles and article reviews may be read and corrected
by contributors, and should normally be returned to the organising
editor within ten days of receipt. Correction should be confined to
errors of the printer. More extensive correction can be made only
with the concurrence of an editor. No proofs of reviews will be sent.

Contributors of articles and article reviews (but not of reviews)
receive 10 free offprints. Extra copies may be bought according to
an agreed scale of charges, provided that these are ordered at the
time of returning corrected proofs.

P E R M I S S I O N S

For permission to reproduce material from Scottish Journal of Theology
please apply to the Scottish Academic Press, 33 Montgomery Street,
Edinburgh EH7 5JX.
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